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Exclusive semileptonic B decays into excited charmed mesons are investigated at order LQCD /mQ in the
heavy quark effective theory. Differential decay rates for each helicity state of the four lightest excited D
mesons ~D1 , D2* , D0* , and D1*! are examined. At zero recoil, LQCD /mQ corrections to the matrix elements of
the weak currents can be written in terms of the leading Isgur-Wise functions for the corresponding transition
and meson mass splittings. A model independent prediction is found for the slope parameter of the decay rate
into helicity zero D1 at zero recoil. The differential decay rates are predicted, including LQCD /mQ corrections
with some model dependence away from zero recoil and including order as corrections. Ratios of various
exclusive branching ratios are computed. Matrix elements of the weak currents between B mesons and other
excited charmed mesons are discussed at zero recoil to order LQCD /mQ . These amplitudes vanish at leading
order, and can be written at order LQCD /mQ in terms of local matrix elements. Applications to B decay sum
rules and factorization are presented. @S0556-2821~98!02901-4#
PACS number~s!: 12.39.Hg, 13.20.HeI. INTRODUCTION
Heavy quark symmetry @1# implies that in the mQ!`
limit matrix elements of the weak currents between a B me-
son and an excited charmed meson vanish at zero recoil
~where in the rest frame of the B the final state charmed
meson is also at rest!. However, in some cases at order
LQCD /mQ these matrix elements are not zero @2#. Since most
of the phase space for semileptonic B decay to excited
charmed mesons is near zero recoil, LQCD /mQ corrections
can be very important. This paper is concerned with rates for
B semileptonic decay to excited charmed mesons, including
the effects of LQCD /mQ corrections.
The use of heavy quark symmetry resulted in a dramatic
improvement in our understanding of the spectroscopy and
weak decays of hadrons containing a single heavy quark, Q .
In the limit where the heavy quark mass goes to infinity,
mQ!` , such hadrons are classified not only by their total
spin J , but also by the spin of their light degrees of freedom
~i.e., light quarks and gluons!, sl @3#. In this limit hadrons
containing a single heavy quark come in degenerate doublets
with total spin, J65sl61/2, coming from combining the
spin of the light degrees of freedom with the spin of the
heavy quark, sQ51/2. ~An exception occurs for baryons with
sl50, where there is only a single state with J51/2.! The
ground state mesons with Qq¯ flavor quantum numbers con-
tain light degrees of freedom with spin-parity sl
p l51/22,
giving a doublet containing a spin zero and spin one meson.
For Q5c these mesons are the D and D*, while Q5b gives
the B and B* mesons.
Excited charmed mesons with sl
p l53/21 have been ob-
served. These are the D1 and D2* mesons with spin one and
two, respectively. ~There is also evidence for the analogous
Q5b heavy meson doublet.! For q5u , d , the D1 and D2*
mesons have been observed to decay to D (*)p and are nar-
row with widths around 20 MeV. ~The Ds1 and Ds2* strange
mesons decay to D (*)K .! In the nonrelativistic constituent
quark model these states correspond to L51 orbital excita-570556-2821/97/57~1!/308~23!/$10.00tions. Combining the unit of orbital angular momentum with
the spin of the light antiquark leads to states with sl
p l
51/21 and 3/21. The 1/21 doublet (D0* ,D1*) has not been
observed. Presumably this is because these states are much
broader than those with sl
p l53/21. A vast discrepancy in
widths is expected since the members of the 1/21 doublet of
charmed mesons decay to D (*)p in an S-wave while the
members of the 3/21 doublet of charmed mesons decay to
D (*)p in a D-wave. ~An S-wave D1!D*p amplitude is
allowed by total angular momentum conservation, but for-
bidden in the mQ!` limit by heavy quark spin symmetry
@3#.!
The heavy quark effective theory ~HQET! is the limit of
QCD where the heavy quark mass goes to infinity with its
four velocity, v , fixed. The heavy quark field in QCD, Q , is
related to its counterpart in HQET, hv(Q) , by
Q~x !5e2imQvxF11 iD2mQ 1 . . . Ghv~Q ! , ~1.1!
where v hv(Q)5hv(Q) and the ellipses denote terms suppressed
by further powers of LQCD /mQ . Putting Eq. ~1.1! into the
part of the QCD Lagrangian involving the heavy quark field,
L5Q¯ (iD 2mQ)Q , gives
L5LHQET1dL1 . . . . ~1.2!
The HQET Lagrangian @4#
LHQET5h¯v~Q !ivDhv~Q ! ~1.3!
is independent of the mass of the heavy quark and its spin,
and so for NQ heavy quarks with the same four velocity v
there is a U(2NQ) spin-flavor symmetry. This symmetry is
broken by the order LQCD /mQ terms @5# in dL,
dL5 12mQ @Okin,v
~Q ! 1Omag,v
~Q ! # , ~1.4!308 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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Okin,v
~Q ! 5h¯v
~Q !~ iD !2hv
~Q !
, Omag,v
~Q ! 5h¯v
~Q ! gs
2 sabG
abhv
~Q !
.
~1.5!
The first term in Eq. ~1.4! is the heavy quark kinetic energy.
It breaks the flavor symmetry but leaves the spin symmetry
intact. The second is the chromomagnetic term, which breaks
both the spin and flavor symmetries. ~In the rest frame, it is
of the form mQW BW color , where mQW is the heavy quark color
magnetic moment.!
The hadron masses give important information on some
HQET matrix elements. The mass formula for a spin sym-
metry doublet of hadrons H6 with total spin J65sl6 12 is
mH6
5mQ1L¯
H2
l1
H
2mQ
6
n7l2
H
2mQ
1 . . . , ~1.6!
where the ellipsis denote terms suppressed by more powers
of LQCD /mQ and n652J611 is the number of spin states
in the hadron H6 . The parameter L¯ is the energy of the light
degrees of freedom in the mQ!` limit, l1 determines the
heavy quark kinetic energy1
l1
H5
1
2mH6
^H6~v !uh¯v
~Q !~ iD !2hv
~Q !uH6~v !&, ~1.7!
and l2 determines the chromomagnetic energy
l2
H5
71
2mH6n7
^H6~v !uh¯v
~Q ! gs
2 sabG
abhv
~Q !uH6~v !&.
~1.8!
L¯ and l1 are independent of the heavy quark mass, while l2
has a weak logarithmic dependence on mQ . Of course they
depend on the particular spin symmetry doublet to which H6
belong. In this paper, we consider heavy mesons in the
ground state sl
p l5 12
2 doublet and the excited sl
p l5 32
1 and
1
2
1 doublets. We reserve the notation L¯,l1 ,l2 for the
ground state multiplet and use L¯8,l18 ,l28 and L¯*,l1* ,l2* for
the excited sl
p l5 32
1 and 12 1 doublets, respectively.
The average mass m¯H , weighted by the number of helic-
ity states
m¯H5
n2mH2
1n1mH1
n11n2
, ~1.9!
is independent of l2 . The spin average masses for the lowest
lying charmed mesons is given in Table I. Identifying the
B (*)p resonances observed at the CERN e1e2 collider LEP
with the bottom sl
p l5 32
1 meson doublet we can use their
average mass, m¯B855.73 GeV @6#, to determine the differ-
ences L¯82L¯ and l182l1 :
1Hadron states labeled by their four velocity, v5pH /mH , satisfy
the standard covariant normalization ^H(pH8 )uH(pH)&
5(2p)32EHd3(pH8W2pHW ).L¯82L¯5
mb~m¯B82m¯B!2mc~m¯D8 2m¯D!
mb2mc
1OS LQCD3
mQ
2 D .0.39 GeV,
l182l15
2mcmb@~m¯B82m¯B!2~m¯D8 2m¯D!#
mb2mc
1OS LQCD3
mQ
D .20.23 GeV2. ~1.10!
The numerical values in Eq. ~1.10! follow from the choices
mb54.8 GeV and mc51.4 GeV. To the order we are work-
ing, mb and mc in Eq. ~1.10! can be replaced by m¯B and m¯D .
This changes the value of L¯82L¯ only slightly, but has a
significant impact on the value of l182l1 . The value of
L¯82L¯ given in Eq. ~1.10! has considerable uncertainty be-
cause the experimental error on m¯B8 is large, and because it is
not clear that the peak of the B (*)p mass distribution corre-
sponds to the narrow 32 1 doublet.2
At the present time, L¯ and l1 are not well determined. A
fit to the electron energy spectrum in semileptonic B decay
gives @7# L¯.0.4 GeV and l1.20.2 GeV2, but the uncer-
tainties are quite large @8#. ~A linear combination of L¯ and
l1 is better determined than the individual values.!
The measured D*2D mass difference ~142 MeV! and
the measured D2*2D1 mass difference ~37 MeV! fix
l250.10 GeV2 and l2850.013 GeV2. Note that the matrix
element of the chromomagnetic operator is substantially
smaller in the excited sl
p l5 32
1 multiplet than in the ground
state multiplet. This is consistent with expectations based on
the nonrelativistic constituent quark model. In this phenom-
enological model, the splitting between members of a Qq¯
meson spin symmetry doublet arises mostly from matrix el-
ements of the operator sQW s qW¯ d3(rW), and these vanish for Qq¯
mesons with orbital angular momentum.
2The Bs1 and Bs2* masses could also be used to determine
L¯82L¯ from the relation
L¯82L¯5L¯s82L
¯1~m¯D8 2m¯Ds8 !1O~LQCDms /mc!,
with the analogue of Eq. ~1.10! used to fix L¯s82L¯, and m¯D8 2m¯Ds8
52114 MeV. The Bs* has not been observed, but its mass can be
determined from (mB
s
*2mBs)2(mB*2mB)5(mc /mb)@(mDs*
2mDs)2(mD*2mD)# . However, because of uncertainties in the
Bs1 and Bs2* masses and the unknown order (LQCDms /mc) term,
this relation does not give a more reliable determination of L¯82L¯
than Eq. ~1.10!.
TABLE I. Charmed meson spin multiplets (q5u ,d).
sl
p l Particles JP m¯ ~GeV!
1
2
2 D , D* 02,12 1.971
1
2
1 D0* ,D1* 01,11 ;2.40
3
2
1 D1 ,D2* 11,21 2.445
310 57LEIBOVICH, LIGETI, STEWART, AND WISESemileptonic B meson decays have been studied exten-
sively. The semileptonic decays B!Den¯e and B!D*en¯e
have branching ratios of (1.860.4)% and (4.660.3)%, re-
spectively @9#, and comprise about 60% of the semileptonic
decays. The differential decay rates for these decays are de-
termined by matrix elements of the weak b!c axial-vector
and vector currents between the B meson and the recoiling
D (*) meson. These matrix elements are usually parametrized
by a set of Lorentz scalar form factors and the differential
decay rate is expressed in terms of these form factors. For
comparison with the predictions of HQET, it is convenient to
write the form factors as functions of the dot-product,
w5vv8, of the four-velocity of the B meson, v , and that of
the recoiling D (*) meson, v8. In the mQ!` limit, heavy
quark spin symmetry implies that the six form factors that
parametrize the B!D and B!D* matrix elements of the
b!c axial-vector and vector currents can be written in terms
of a single function of w @1#. Furthermore, heavy quark fla-
vor symmetry implies that this function is normalized to
unity at zero recoil, w51, where the D (*) is at rest in the rest
frame of the B @10,11,1#. The functions of w that occur in
predictions for weak decay form factors based on HQET are
usually called Isgur-Wise functions. There are perturbative
as(mQ) and nonperturbative LQCD /mQ corrections to the
predictions of the mQ!` limit for the B!D (*)en¯e semi-
leptonic decay form factors. The perturbative QCD correc-
tions do not cause any loss of predictive power. They involve
the same Isgur-Wise function that occurs in the mQ!`
limit. At order LQCD /mQ several new Isgur-Wise functions
occur; however, at zero recoil, there are no LQCD /mQ cor-
rections to the matrix elements of the weak currents @12#.
Expectations for the B!D (*)en¯e differential decay rate
based on HQET are in agreement with experiment @13#.
Recently, semileptonic B decay to an excited heavy me-
son has been observed @14–16#. With some assumptions,
CLEO @16# and ALEPH @15# find respectively the branching
ratios B(B!D1en¯e)5(0.4960.14)% and B(B!D1en¯e)
5(0.7460.16)%, as well as the limits B(B!D2*en¯e)
,1% and B(B!D2*en¯e),0.2%. In the future it should be
possible to get detailed experimental information on the
B!D1en¯e and B!D2*en¯e differential decay rates.
In this paper we study the predictions of HQET for B
semileptonic decay to excited charmed mesons. This paper
elaborates on the work in Ref. @2# and contains some new
results. In the infinite mass limit the matrix elements of the
weak axial-vector and vector current between the B meson
and any excited charmed meson vanish at zero recoil by
heavy quark symmetry. Corrections to the infinite mass limit
of order LQCD /mQ and order as(mQ) are discussed. The
corrections of order LQCD /mQ are very important, particu-
larly near zero recoil.
Section II discusses the differential decay rate
d2G/dwdcosu for B!(D1 ,D2*)en¯e , where u is the angle
between the charged lepton and the charmed meson in the
rest frame of the virtual W boson. Corrections of order
LQCD /mQ are included. At order LQCD /mQ the B!D1 zero
recoil matrix element does not vanish and is expressible in
terms of the leading mQ!` Isgur-Wise function, t, and
L¯82L¯ @which is known in terms of hadron mass splittings
from Eq. ~1.10!#. Away from zero recoil new Isgur-Wisefunctions occur, which are unknown. These introduce a sig-
nificant uncertainty. The LQCD /mQ corrections enhance con-
siderably the B semileptonic decay rate to the D1 state, and
for zero helicity the slope of dG(B!D1en¯e)/dw at w51 is
predicted. These corrections also reduce the ratio
R5B(B!D2*en¯e)/B(B!D1en¯e) compared to its value in
the mQ!` limit. The value of t at zero recoil is not fixed by
heavy quark symmetry, and must be determined from experi-
ment. The measured B!D1en¯e branching ratio is used to
determine ~with some model dependent assumptions!
ut(1)u50.71. The effects of perturbative QCD corrections
are also discussed, with further details given in the Appen-
dix.
It is interesting to understand the composition of the in-
clusive B semileptonic decay rate in terms of exclusive final
states. In Sec. III, the HQET predictions for the differential
decay rates for B!D0*en¯e and B!D1*en¯e are investigated.
The situation for the excited sl
p l5 12
1 multiplet is similar to
the sl
p l5 32
1 multiplet discussed in Sec. II. Using a quark
model relation between the leading mQ!` Isgur-Wise func-
tions for B decays to the sl
p l5 32
1 and sl
p l5 12
1 charmed me-
sons ~and some other model dependent assumptions!, the
rates for B!D0*en¯e and B!D1*en¯e are predicted.
Section IV discusses the contribution of other excited
charmed mesons to the matrix elements of the vector and
axial-vector current at zero recoil. Only excited charmed
hadrons with sl
p l5 12
2
,
3
2
2 and 12 1, 32 1 can contribute. The
3
2
1 and 12 1 doublets are discussed in Secs. II and III. This
section deals with the 12 2 and 32 2 cases, where the LQCD /mQ
corrections to the states from dL give rise to non-vanishing
zero recoil matrix elements.
Section V examines other applications of our results. Us-
ing factorization, predictions are made for nonleptonic B de-
cay widths to D2*p , D1p and to D1*p , D0*p . The impor-
tance of our results for B decay sum rules is discussed.
Including the excited states dramatically strengthens the
Bjorken lower bound on the slope of the B!D (*)en¯e Isgur-
Wise function.
Concluding remarks and a summary of our most signifi-
cant predictions are given in Sec. VI.
II. BD1en¯e AND BD2*en¯e DECAYS
The matrix elements of the vector and axial-vector cur-
rents ~Vm5c¯gmb and Am5c¯gmg5b! between B mesons and
D1 or D2* mesons can be parametrized as
^D1~v8,e!uVmuB~v !&
AmD1mB
5 f V1e*m1~ f V2vm1 f V3v8m!~e*v !,
^D1~v8,e!uAmuB~v !&
AmD1mB
5i f A«mabgea*vbvg8 ,
^D2*~v8,e!uAmuB~v !&
AmD2*mB
5kA1e*
mava
1~kA2v
m1kA3v8
m!eab* v
avb,
^D2*~v8,e!uVmuB~v !&
AmD2*mB
5ikV«mabgeas* vsvbvg8 , ~2.1!
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of w . At zero recoil (v5v8) only the f V1 form factor can
contribute, since v8 dotted into the polarization ~e*m or
e*ma! vanishes.
The differential decay rates can be written in terms of the
form factors in Eq. ~2.1!. It is useful to separate the contri-
butions to the different helicities of the D1 and D2* mesons,since the LQCD /mQ corrections effect these differently, and
the decay rates into different helicity states will probably be
measurable. We define u as the angle between the charged
lepton and the charmed meson in the rest frame of the virtual
W boson, i.e., in the center of momentum frame of the lepton
pair. The different helicity amplitudes yield different distri-
butions in u. In terms of w5vv8 and u, the double differ-
ential decay rates ared2GD1
dwdcosu 53G0r1
3Aw221$sin2u@~w2r1! f V11~w221 !~ f V31r1 f V2!#2
1~122r1w1r1
2!@~11cos2u!@ f V1
2 1~w221 ! f A2 #24 cosuAw221 f V1 f A#%,
d2GD2*
dwdcosu 5
3
2 G0r2
3~w221 !3/2$ 43 sin2u@~w2r2!kA11~w
221 !~kA31r2kA2!#
2
1~122r2w1r2
2!@~11cos2u!@kA1
2 1~w221 !kV
2 #24 cosuAw221kA1kV#%, ~2.2!where G05GF
2 uVcbu2mB
5 /(192p3), r15mD1 /mB , r2
5mD2*
/mB . The semileptonic B decay rate into any JÞ1
state involves an extra factor of w221. The sin2u term is the
helicity zero rate, while the 11cos2u and cosu terms deter-
mine the helicity l561 rates. Since the weak current is
V2A in the standard model, B mesons can only decay into
the helicity ulu50,1 components of any excited charmed
mesons. The decay rate for ulu51 vanishes at maximal re-
coil, wmax5(11r2)/(2r), as implied by the 122rw1r2 fac-
tors above ~r5r1 or r2!. From Eq. ~2.2! it is straightforward
to obtain the double differential rate d2G/dwdy using the
relation
y512rw2rAw221 cosu , ~2.3!
where y52Ee /mB is the rescaled lepton energy.
The form factors f i and ki can be parametrized by a set of
Isgur-Wise functions at each order in LQCD /mQ . It is sim-
plest to calculate the matrix elements in Eq. ~2.1! using the
trace formalism @17,18#. The fields Pv and Pv*
m that destroy
members of the sl
p l5 12
2 doublet with four-velocity v are in
the 434 matrix
Hv5
11v
2 @Pv
*mgm2Pvg5# ~2.4!
while for sl
p l5 32
1 the fields Pv
n and Pv*
mn are in
Fv
m5
11v
2 H Pv*mngn2A32 Pvng5Fgnm2 13 gn~gm2vm!G J .
~2.5!
The matrices H and F satisfy the properties v Hv5Hv
52Hvv , v Fvm5Fvm52Fvmv , and Fvmgm5Fvmvm50.To leading order in LQCD /mQ and as , matrix elements of
the b!c flavor changing current between the states de-
stroyed by the fields in Hv and Fv8
s
are
c¯ Gb5h¯v8
~c !Ghv
~b !5t~w ! Tr $vsF¯v8
s GHv%. ~2.6!
Here t(w) is a dimensionless function, and hv(Q) is the heavy
quark field in the effective theory ~t is) times the function
t3/2 of Ref. @19#!. This matrix element vanishes at zero recoil
for any Dirac structure G and for any value of t~1!, since the
B meson and the (D1 ,D2*) mesons are in different heavy
quark spin symmetry multiplets, and the current at zero re-
coil is related to the conserved charges of heavy quark spin-
flavor symmetry. Equation ~2.6! leads to the mQ!` predic-
tions for the form factors f i and ki given in Ref. @19#.
At order LQCD /mQ , there are corrections originating
from the matching of the b!c flavor changing current onto
the effective theory, and from order LQCD /mQ corrections to
the effective Lagrangian. The current corrections modify the
first equality in Eq. ~2.6! to
c¯Gb5h¯v8
~c !S G2 i2mc DQ G1 i2mb GDW D hv~b ! . ~2.7!
For matrix elements between the states destroyed by the
fields in Fv8
s
and Hv , the new order LQCD /mQ operators in
Eq. ~2.7! are
h¯v8
~c !iDlQ Ghv
~b !5Tr$Ssl~c !F¯v8
s GHv%,
h¯v8
~c !GiDlW hv
~b !5Tr$Ssl~b !F¯v8
s GHv%. ~2.8!
The most general form for these quantities is
Ssl~Q !5vs@t1~Q !vl1t2~Q !vl81t3~Q !gl#1t4~Q !gsl . ~2.9!
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one.3 They are not all independent.
The equation of motion for the heavy quarks,
(vD)hv(Q)50, implies
wt1
~c !1t2
~c !2t3
~c !50,
t1
~b !1wt2
~b !2t3
~b !1t4
~b !50. ~2.10!
Four more relations can be derived using
i]n~h¯v8
~c !Ghv
~b !!5~L¯vn2L¯8vn8!h¯v8
~c !Ghv
~b !
, ~2.11!
which is valid between the states destroyed by the fields in
Fv8
s
and Hv . This relation follows from translation invari-
ance and the definition of the heavy quark fields hv
(Q)
. It
implies that
Ssl~c !1Ssl~b !5~L¯vl2L¯8vl8 !vst . ~2.12!
Equation ~2.12! gives the following relations4
t1
~c !1t1
~b !5L¯t ,
t2
~c !1t2
~b !52L¯8t ,
t3
~c !1t3
~b !50,
t4
~c !1t4
~b !50. ~2.13!
These relations express the t j
(b)
’s in terms of the t j
(c)
’s. Fur-
thermore, combining Eqs. ~2.10! with ~2.13! yields
t3
~c !5wt1
~c !1t2
~c !
,
t4
~c !5~w21 !~t1
~c !2t2
~c !!2~wL¯82L¯!t . ~2.14!
All order LQCD /mQ corrections to the form factors coming
from the matching of the QCD currents onto those in the
effective theory are expressible in terms of L¯t and L¯8t and
two functions, which we take to be t1
(c) and t2
(c)
. From Eqs.
~2.8! and ~2.9! it is evident that only t4
(Q) can contribute at
zero recoil. Equation ~2.14! determines this contribution in
terms of t~1! and measurable mass splittings given in Eq.
~1.10!,
t4
~b !~1 !52t4
~c !~1 !5~L¯82L¯!t~1 !. ~2.15!
Note that with our methods Eq. ~2.15! cannot be derived
working exclusively at zero recoil. At that kinematic point,
matrix elements of the operator h¯v
(c)Ghv
(b) vanish between a
B meson and an excited charmed meson, and so Eq. ~2.11!
3Order LQCD /mc corrections were also analyzed in Ref. @20#. We
find that t4 ~denoted j4 in @20#! does contribute in Eq. ~2.8! for G
5glG˜, and corrections to the Lagrangian are parametrized by more
functions than in @20#.
4In Ref. @2# two out of these four relations were obtained @only
those two were needed to get Eq. ~2.15!#. We thank M. Neubert for
pointing out that there are two additional constraints.only implies that t4
(c)1t4
(b)50. Equation ~2.15! relies on the
assumption that the t j
(Q)(w) are continuous at w51.
Next consider the terms originating from order LQCD /mQ
corrections to the HQET Lagrangian, dL in Eq. ~1.4!. These
corrections modify the heavy meson states compared to their
infinite heavy quark mass limit. For example, they cause the
mixing of the D1 with the JP511 member of the sl
p l
51/21 doublet. ~This is a very small effect, since the D1 is
not any broader than the D2* .! For matrix elements between
the states destroyed by the fields in Fv8
s
and Hv , the time
ordered products of the kinetic energy term in dL with the
leading order currents are
iE d4xT$Okin,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%5hke~c !Tr$vsF¯v8s GHv%,
iE d4xT$Okin,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%5hke~b !Tr$vsF¯v8s GHv%.
~2.16!
These corrections do not violate spin symmetry, so their con-
tributions enter the same way as the mQ!` Isgur-Wise
function, t.
For matrix elements between the states destroyed by the
fields in Fv8
s
and Hv , the time ordered products of the chro-
momagnetic term in dL with the leading order currents are
iE d4xT$Omag,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%
5TrHRsab~c ! F¯v8s isab 11v 82 GHvJ ,
iE d4xT$Omag,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%
5TrHRsab~b ! F¯v8s G 11v2 isabHvJ . ~2.17!
The most general parametrizations of R(Q) are
Rsab~c ! 5h1~c !vsgagb1h2~c !vsvagb1h3~c !gsavb ,
Rsab~b ! 5h1~b !vsgagb1h2~b !vsva8gb1h3~b !gsavb8 .
~2.18!
Only the part of Rsab(Q) antisymmetric in a and b contributes
when inserted into Eq. ~2.17!. The functions h i depend on w ,
and have mass dimension one. Note that gsagb is dependent
on the tensor structures included in Eq. ~2.18! for matrix
elements between these states. For example, for the
LQCD /mc corrections the following trace identity holds
TrH @vsgagb12gsavb12~11w !gsagb#
3F¯v8
s sab
11v 8
2 GHvJ 50. ~2.19!
All contributions arising from the time ordered products in
57 313SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO EXCITED CHARMED MESONSEq. ~2.17! vanish at zero recoil, since vsF¯v
s50 and
va(11v )sab(11v )50. Thus we find that at zero recoil the
only LQCD /mQ corrections that contribute are determined by
measured meson mass splittings and the value of the leading
order Isgur-Wise function at zero recoil.The form factors in Eq. ~2.1! depend on h i
(b) only through
the linear combination hb5hke
(b)16h1
(b)22(w21)h2(b)
1h3
(b)
. Denoting «Q51/(2mQ) and dropping the superscript
on t i
(c) and h i
(c)
, the B!D1en¯e form factors are @2#A6 f A52~w11 !t2«b$~w21 !@~L¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t2#1~w11 !hb%
2«c@4~wL¯82L¯!t23~w21 !~t12t2!1~w11 !~hke22h123h3!# ,
A6 f V15~12w2!t2«b~w221 !@~L¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t21hb#
2«c@4~w11 !~wL¯82L¯!t2~w221 !~3t123t22hke12h113h3!# ,
A6 f V2523t23«b@~L¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t21hb#2«c@~4w21 !t115t213hke110h114~w21 !h225h3# ,
A6 f V35~w22 !t1«b$~21w !@~L¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t2#2~22w !hb%
1«c@4~wL¯82L¯!t1~21w !t11~213w !t21~w22 !hke22~61w !h124~w21 !h22~3w22 !h3# . ~2.20!
The analogous formulae for B!D2*en¯e are
kV52t2«b@~L¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t21hb#2«c~t12t21hke22h11h3!,
kA152~11w !t2«b$~w21 !@~L
¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t2#1~11w !hb%2«c@~w21 !~t12t2!1~w11 !~hke22h11h3!# ,
kA2522«c~t11h2!,
kA35t1«b@~L
¯81L¯!t2~2w11 !t12t21hb#2«c~t11t22hke12h122h22h3!. ~2.21!
Recall that f V1 determines the zero recoil matrix elements of the weak currents. From Eqs. ~2.20! it follows that
A6 f V1~1 !528«c~L¯82L¯!t~1 !. ~2.22!
~For a flavor diagonal current a similar relation was previously obtained by Voloshin @21#.!
The allowed kinematic range for B!D1en¯e decay is 1,w,1.32, while for B!D2*en¯e decay it is 1,w,1.31. Since
these ranges are fairly small, and at zero recoil there are some constraints on the LQCD /mQ corrections, it is useful to consider
the decay rates given in Eq. ~2.2! expanded in powers of w21. The general structure of the expansion of dG/dw is elucidated
schematically below,
dGD1
~l50 !
dw ;
Aw221@~w21 !0~010«1«21«31 . . . !1~w21 !1~01«1«21 . . . !1~w21 !2~11«1 . . . !1 . . .# , ~2.23!
dGD1
~ ulu51 !
dw ;
Aw221@~w21 !0~010«1«21«31 . . . !1~w21 !1~11«1 . . . !1~w21 !2~11«1 . . . !1 . . .# ,
dGD2*
~ ulu50,1!
dw ;~w
221 !3/2@~w21 !0~11«1 . . . !1~w21 !1~11«1 . . . !1 . . .# .
314 57LEIBOVICH, LIGETI, STEWART, AND WISEHere «n denotes a term of order (LQCD /mQ)n. The zeros
in Eq. ~2.23! are consequences of heavy quark symmetry,
as the leading contribution to the matrix elements of the
weak currents at zero recoil is of order LQCD /mQ . Thus, the
D1 decay rate at w51 starts out at order LQCD
2 /mQ
2
. Simi-
larly, from Eq. ~2.2! it is evident that the vanishing of f V1(1)
in the mQ!` limit implies that at order w21 the D1(l50)
rate starts out at order LQCD /mQ . The D2* decay rate is
suppressed by an additional power of w221, so there is nofurther restriction on its structure.
In this paper we present predictions using two different
approximations to the decay rates. In approximation A we
treat w21 as order LQCD /mQ and expand the decay rates in
these parameters. In approximation B the known order
LQCD /mQ contributions to the form factors are kept, as well
as the full w-dependence of the decay rates.
Expanding the terms in the square brackets in Eq. ~2.2! in
powers of w21 givesd2GD1
dwdcosu 5G0t
2~1 !r1
3Aw221(
n
~w21 !n$sin2us1
~n !1~122r1w1r1
2!@~11cos2u!t1
~n !24 cosuAw221u1~n !#%,
d2GD2*
dwdcosu 5
3
2 G0t
2~1 !r2
3~w221 !3/2(
n
~w21 !n$ 43 sin2us2
~n !1~122r2w1r2
2!@~11cos2u!t2
~n !24 cosuAw221u2~n !#%.
~2.24!~We do not expand the factors of Aw221 that multiply
cosu.! The subscripts of the coefficients s ,t ,u denote the spin
of the excited D meson, while the superscripts refer to the
order in the w21 expansion. The ui
(n) terms proportional to
cosu only affect the lepton spectrum, since they vanish when
integrated over u.
Equations ~2.2!, ~2.20!, and ~2.21! yield the following ex-
pressions for the coefficients in the D1 decay rate in Eq.
~2.24!,
s1
~0 !532«c
2~12r1!2~L¯82L¯!21 . . . ,
s1
~1 !532«c~12r1
2!~L¯82L¯!1 . . . ,
s1
~2 !58~11r1!21 . . . ,
t1
~0 !532«c
2~L¯82L¯!21 . . . ,
t1
~1 !5418«c@4~L¯82L¯!1hˆke22hˆ123hˆ3#18«bhˆb1 . . . ,
t1
~2 !58~11 tˆ8!1 . . . ,
u1
~0 !58«c~L¯82L¯!1 . . . ,
u1
~1 !521 . . . . ~2.25!
For the decay rate into D2* the first two terms in the w21
expansion are
s2
~0 !54~12r2!2@112«bhˆb12«c~ hˆke22hˆ11hˆ3!#1 . . . ,
s2
~1 !54~12r2!2~112 tˆ8!1 . . . ,
t2
~0 !5418«bhˆb18«c~ hˆke22hˆ11hˆ3!1 . . . ,
t2
~1 !52~314 tˆ8!1 . . . ,
u2
~0 !521 . . . . ~2.26!In Eqs. ~2.25! and ~2.26! the functions t, t85dt/dw , and h i
are all evaluated at w51, and the functions with a hat are
normalized to t~1! @e.g., hˆ i5h i /t(1), tˆ85t8/t(1), etc.#.
The ellipses denote higher order terms in the LQCD /mQ ex-
pansion. The ui
(n) terms are suppressed by Aw221 compared
to si
(n) and t i
(n)
, therefore we displayed the u’s to one lower
order than the s and t coefficients. @Note that u1
(0) also starts
out at order LQCD /mQ as a consequence of the vanishing of
f V1(1) in the mQ!` , limit, as it was shown for s1
(1) after
Eq. ~2.23!.#
The order LQCD /mQ terms proportional to L¯82L¯ are
very significant for the D1 decay rate. The decay rate into
D2* does not receive a similarly large enhancement from or-
der LQCD /mQ terms proportional to L¯82L¯. The coefficients
s2
(n) and t2
(n) are independent of L¯8 and L¯ to the order dis-
played in Eq. ~2.26!.
The values of s1
(0) and t1
(0) are known to order LQCD
2 /mQ
2
,
and s1
(1) and u1
(0) are known to order LQCD /mQ . At order
LQCD /mQ , the only unknowns in t1
(1)
, s2
(0)
, t2
(0) are the hˆ i
functions that parametrize corrections to the HQET Lagrang-
ian. The remaining coefficients in Eqs. ~2.25! and ~2.26! ~i.e.,
s1
(2)
, t1
(2)
, u1
(1)
, s2
(1)
, t2
(1)
, u2
(0)! are known in the infinite
mass limit in terms of tˆ8(1), the slope of the mQ!` Isgur-
Wise function at zero recoil. At order LQCD /mQ , these six
coefficients depend on the unknown subleading t i and h i
functions.
The values of t8, h i
(Q) and t1,2 that occur in Eqs. ~2.25!
and ~2.26! are not known ~t i only appears in the terms re-
placed by ellipses!. h1,2,3
(Q)
, which parametrize time ordered
products of the chromomagnetic operator, are expected to be
small ~compared to LQCD!, and we neglect them hereafter.
This is supported by the very small D2*2D1 mass splitting,
and the fact that model calculations indicate that the analo-
gous functions parametrizing time ordered products of the
chromomagnetic operator for B!D (*)en¯e decays are small
@22#. On the other hand, there is no reason to expect t1,2 and
hke
(Q) to be much smaller than about 500 MeV. Note that the
57 315SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO EXCITED CHARMED MESONSlarge value for l18 is probably a consequence of the D1 and
D2* being P-waves in the quark model, and does not neces-
sarily imply that Okin
(Q) significantly distorts the overlap of
wave functions that yield hke
(Q)
.
Even though «c(L¯82L¯)>0.14 is quite small, the order
LQCD /mQ correction to t1
(1) proportional to «c(L¯82L¯) is as
large as the leading mQ!` contribution. This occurs be-
cause it has an anomalously large coefficient and does not
necessarily mean that the LQCD /mQ expansion has broken
down. For example, the part of the LQCD
2 /mc
2 corrections that
involve L¯8, L¯, and t8(1) affect s1(1) by (21110tˆ8)%, and
t1
(1) by (44115tˆ8)% ~using L¯50.4 GeV @7#!. These correc-
tions follow from Eq. ~2.20!, but they are neglected in Eq.
~2.25! ~i.e., approximation A!, because there are other order
LQCD
2 /mQ
2 effects we have not calculated.
As the kinetic energy operator does not violate spin sym-
metry, effects of hke
(Q) can be absorbed into t by the replace-
ment of t by t˜5t1«chke
(c)1«bhke
(b)
. This replacement intro-
duces an error of order LQCD
2 /mQ
2
, in t1
(1)
, etc. But due to the
presence of large LQCD /mQ corrections, the resulting
LQCD
2 /mQ
2 error is also sizable, and is expected to be more
like an order LQCD /mQ correction. Hereafter, unless explic-
itly stated otherwise, it is understood that the replacement
t!t˜ is made. But we shall examine the sensitivity of our
results to hke ~assuming it has the same shape as t!.
In approximation A we treat w21 as order LQCD /mQ @2#,
and keep terms up to order (LQCD /mQ)22n in s1(n) and t1(n)
(n50,1,2) in Eq. ~2.25!, and up to order (LQCD /mQ)12n in
s2
(n) and t2
(n) (n50,1) in Eq. ~2.26!. Since the ui(n) are sup-
pressed by Aw221 compared to si
(n) and t i
(n)
, we keep ui
(n)
to one lower order than the s and t coefficients, i.e., to order
(LQCD /mQ)12n (n50,1) for B!D1 decay and order
(LQCD /mQ)n (n50) for B!D2* decay. The terms included
in approximation A are precisely the ones explicitly shown
in Eqs. ~2.25! and ~2.26!. This power counting has the ad-
vantage that the unknown functions, t1 and t2 , do not enter
the predictions.5 Neglecting higher order terms in the w21
expansion in approximation A gives rise to a sizable error for
the B!D1en¯e decay.6 The order (w21)3 term is important
for the decay into helicity zero D1 in the mQ!` limit, since
the helicity zero rate ~which, as we shall see, dominates over
the helicity one rate! starts out at order (w21)2 as shown in
Eq. ~2.23!.
In approximation B we do not expand the decay rates in
powers of w21. We keep the LQCD /mQ corrections to the
form factors that involve L¯8 and L¯ and examine the sensi-
tivity of our results to the corrections involving t1 and t2
~assuming that they have the same shape as t, which is not a
strong assumption!. This approximation retains some order
LQCD
2 /mQ
2 terms away from zero recoil in the differential
5Approximation A differs from our discussion in Ref. @2# only in
the separation of the different helicity states of the excited charmed
mesons, and keeping the 122rw1r2 factors for the helicity one
states as well as the (w221)3/2 terms for the D2* rates unexpanded.
6We thank A. Le Yaouanc for pointing out the importance of
these terms.decay rates. Furthermore, a linear form for the Isgur-Wise
function is assumed, t(w)5t(1)@11 tˆ8(w21)# . The un-
certainty in the LQCD /mQ corrections is parametrized by the
functions t1,2(w). A different choice of t1,2(w) changes
what is retained by terms involving L¯/mQ and L¯8/mQ . In an
approximation, which we shall refer to as B1, we set
t15t250 in Eqs. ~2.20! and ~2.21!. @This is identical to
saturating the first two relations in Eq. ~2.13! by t1,2
(b)
, i.e.,
setting t1
(b)5L¯t and t2
(b)52L¯8t .# An equally reasonable
approximation, which we refer to as B2, is given by setting
t1 5L¯t and t252L¯8t in Eqs. ~2.20! and ~2.21!. @This is
identical to setting t1,2
(b)50.# If the first two relations in Eq.
~2.13! are taken as hints to the signs of t1 and t2 , then the
difference between approximations B1 and B2 gives a rough
estimate of the uncertainty related to the unknown LQCD /mQ
corrections. When our predictions are sensitive to t1 and t2 ,
we shall vary these in a range larger than that spanned by
approximations B1 and B2. Note that the infinite mass limits
of B1 and B2 coincide. Predictions of approximation A are
within the spread of the approximation B results, except for
those that depend on the helicity zero D1 rate. In that case,
including the order (w21)3 term in the infinite mass limit
alone, s1
(3)58(11r1)2(112 tˆ8), would bring the approxi-
mation A results close to approximation B. For this reason
approximation B should be used when comparing with ex-
periment.
Equations ~2.25! and ~2.26! show that the heavy quark
expansion for B decays into excited charmed mesons is con-
trolled by the excitation energies of the hadrons, L¯8 and L¯.
For highly excited mesons that have L¯8 comparable to mc ,
the 1/mQ expansion is not useful. For the sl
p l5 32
1 doublet
«cL
¯8;0.3. However, near zero recoil only «c(L¯82L¯)
;0.14 occurs at order LQCD /mQ .
The expressions for the decay rates in terms of form fac-
tors in Eq. ~2.2! imply that one form factor dominates each
decay rate near zero recoil, independent of the helicity of the
D1 or D2* ~f V1 for D1 and kA1 for D2*!. Thus, to all orders in
the LQCD /mQ expansion, s1
(0)/t1
(0)5(12r1)2, and s2(0)/t2(0)
5(12r2)2. This implies that for B!D1 decay
limw!1@(dGD1
(l50)/dw)/(dGD1
(ulu51)/dw)#51/2, and for
B!D2* decay limw!1@(dGD2*
(l50)/dw)/(dGD2*
(ulu51)/dw)#52/3.
Note that the first of these ratios would vanish if the rates
were calculated in the mQ!` limit. In that case f V1(1)
50, so the ratio of helicity zero and helicity one B!D1
rates is determined by the other form factors at zero recoil.
Predictions
The relationship between s1
(0) and s1
(1) implies a model
independent prediction for the slope parameter of semilep-
tonic B decay into helicity zero D1 . This holds independent
of the subleading Isgur-Wise functions that arise at order
LQCD /mQ . The semileptonic decay rate to a helicity zero D1
meson is
dGD1
~l50 !
dw 5
128
3 G0r1
3~12r1!2Aw221t2~1 !«c2~L¯82L¯!2
3@12rD1
2 ~w21 !1 . . .# , ~2.27!
316 57LEIBOVICH, LIGETI, STEWART, AND WISETABLE II. Predictions for various ratios of B!D1en¯e and B!D2*en¯e decay rates, as described in the
text. The extracted value of t(1) is also shown. A` and B` denote the mQ!` limits of approximations A
and B. These results correspond to tˆ85t8(1)/t(1)521.5.
Approximation R5GD2* /GD1 GD1
~l50!/GD1 GD2*
~l50!/GD2*
t~1!F 6.031023B~B!D1e n¯e!G
1/2
A` 0.93 0.88 0.64 0.92
B` 1.65 0.80 0.66 1.24
A 0.40 0.81 0.64 0.60
B1 0.52 0.72 0.63 0.71
B2 0.67 0.77 0.64 0.75where the slope parameter rD1
2 for helicity zero D1 has the
value
rD1
2 52
11r1
12r1
2mc
L¯82L¯
1O~1 !. ~2.28!
Since the decay rate at zero recoil is suppressed, rD1
2 is of
order mQ /LQCD . Note that this slope parameter is negative.
Recently the ALEPH @15# and CLEO @16# Collaborations
measured, with some assumptions, the B!D1en¯e branching
ratio. The average of their results is
B~B!D1en¯e!5~6.061.1!31023. ~2.29!
The B!D2*en¯e branching ratio has not yet been measured;
CLEO set the limit B(B!D2*en¯e),1% @16#, while ALEPH
found B(B!D2*en¯e),0.2% @15#.
Predictions for various quantities of experimental interest
are made in Table II using L¯82L¯50.39 GeV,
L¯50.4 GeV, mc51.4 GeV, mb54.8 GeV, tB51.6 ps,
uVcbuuVcbu50.04. At the present time there is considerable
uncertainty in L¯, and L¯82L¯ also has uncertainty associated
with the value of m¯B8 . In the future these quantities may be
better determined. Keeping mb2mc fixed and varying mc by
60.1 GeV only affects our results at the few percent level.The predictions in Table II also depend on the shape of the
Isgur-Wise function. In our approximations this enters
through the slope parameter, tˆ85t8(1)/t(1), which is ex-
pected to be of order 21. We shall quote results for the
‘‘central value’’ tˆ8521.5, motivated by model predictions
@23–26#, and discuss the sensitivity to this assumption. For
B!D1en¯e decay we use r150.459 and 1,w,1.319,
whereas for B!D2*en¯e decay r250.466 and 1,w,1.306.
The order LQCD /mQ corrections are important for predict-
ing
R[
B~B!D2*en¯e!
B~B!D1en¯e! . ~2.30!
In the mQ!` limit R.1.65 for tˆ8521.5 ~this is the B`
result in Table II!. The sizable difference between approxi-
mations A and B is mainly due to the order (w21)3 contri-
bution to the helicity zero D1 rate. For tˆ8521.5 this term
by itself would shift the approximation A result for R from
0.40 to 0.49 and the A` prediction from 0.93 to 1.65. The
LQCD /mQ correction to the form factors yield a large sup-
pression of R as shown in Table II and Fig. 1a. Figure 1a
also shows that R is fairly insensitive to tˆ8. The difference
of the B1 and B2 results in Table II and Fig. 1a shows that R
is sensitive to the unknown LQCD /mQ corrections, t1 and
t2 . In Fig. 1b we plot R in approximation B as a function of
tˆ1 setting tˆ250 ~solid curve!, and as a function of tˆ2 setting
tˆ150 ~dashed curve!. Figure 1b shows that R is fairly insen-FIG. 1. ~a! R5B(B!D2*en¯e)/B(B!D1en¯e) as a function of tˆ8. The dotted curve is the mQ!` limit (B`), solid curve is approxi-
mation B1 , dashed curve is B2 . ~b! R as a function of tˆ1(5t1 /t) for tˆ250 ~solid curve!, and as a function of tˆ2 for tˆ150 ~dashed curve!.
Note that the scales in ~a! and ~b! are different.
57 317SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO EXCITED CHARMED MESONSFIG. 2. ~a! The extracted value of t~1! as a function of tˆ8 in approximations B` , B1 , and B2 . The notation is the same as in Fig. 1~a!.
~b! The dependence of t~1! on tˆ1 for tˆ8521 ~dashed curve!, tˆ8521.5 ~solid curve!, tˆ8522 ~dash-dotted curve!.sitive to t2 , whereas it depends sensitively on t1 . In the
range 20.75 GeV, tˆ1,0.75 GeV, R goes over 0.27,R
,1.03. This suppression of R compared to the infinite mass
limit is supported by the experimental data. @It is possible
that part of the reason for the strong ALEPH bound
B(B!D2*en¯eX)3B(D2*!D (*)p)&(1.522.0)31023 @15#
is a suppression of B(D2*!D (*)p) compared to
B(D1!D*p).#
The prediction for the fraction of helicity zero D1’s in
semileptonic B!D1 decay, GD1
(l50)/GD1, is surprisingly
stable in the different approximations ~see Table II!. The
weak dependence of this ratio on tˆ8 is well described in
approximation B for u1.51 tˆ8u,1 by adding 0.05(1.51 tˆ8).
The dependence on t1 is at the 0.01 level, while the
t2-dependence is 20.07tˆ2 /GeV. This is why the B2 result
for this quantity is 0.05 larger than the B1 prediction. A
linear dependence of (dGD1
(l50)/dw)/(dGD1 /dw) on w be-
tween limw!1@(dGD1
(l50)/dw)/(dGD1 /dw)#51/3 and
@(dGD1
(l50)/dw)/(dGD1 /dw)#51 at w5wmax is consistent
with our result.
A similar prediction exists for the fraction of helicity zero
D2*’s in semileptonic B!D2* decay. As can be seen from
Table II, it is again quite stable. The dependence on tˆ8 in
approximation B is given by adding 0.04(1.51 tˆ8). How-
ever, GD2*
(l50)/GD2* is sensitive to both t1 and t2 at the ~10–
20!% level, and the small difference between the B1 and B2
predictions for this quantity in Table II is due to an acciden-
tal cancellation. The prediction for the w dependence of
(dGD2*
(l50)/dw)/(dGD2* /dw) between limw!1@(dGD2*
(l50)/dw)/
(dGD2* /dw)]52/5 and @(dGD2*
(l50)/dw)/(dGD2* /dw)#51
at w5wmax in this case is not linear.
The predictions considered so far do not depend on the
value of t~1!, but t~1! affects some results that we discuss
later. t~1! can be determined from the measured B!D1en¯e
branching ratio using the expressions in Eqs. ~2.24! and
~2.25!. Using approximation B1 and tˆ8521.5, we obtaint~1 !F 6.031023B~B!D1en¯e!G
1/2
50.71. ~2.31!
The extracted value of t~1! is plotted in Fig. 2a in approxi-
mations B` , B1 , and B2 as functions of tˆ8. The suppression
of t~1! compared to the infinite mass limit indicates that the
order LQCD /mQ corrections enhance the semileptonic
B!D1 width by about a factor of three. In approximation B
the value of t~1! changes by less than 0.01 as t2 is varied in
the range 20.75 GeV, tˆ2,0.75 GeV , but t~1! is sensitive
to t1 at the 15% level. In Fig. 2b we plot t~1! as a function
of tˆ1 for tˆ8521 ~dashed curve!, tˆ8521.5 ~solid curve!,
and tˆ8522 ~dash-dotted curve!. For t1.0 ~such as ap-
proximation B2! t~1! is enhanced compared to the B1 value
of 0.71.
The value of t~1! in approximation B is larger than that in
approximation A. Most of the difference arises from the in-
clusion of the order (w21)3 term, s1(3) , which reduces the
theoretical expression for the helicity zero B!D1en¯e rate
~for tˆ8,20.5!, resulting in an increase in the value of t(1)
needed to accommodate the measured rate. For tˆ8521.5
this term by itself would shift the approximation A result
from 0.60 to 0.66, and the A` prediction from 0.92 to 1.22.
The Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-Wise ~ISGW! nonrelativistic con-
stituent quark model predicts t(1)50.54, in rough agree-
ment with Eq. ~2.31! @23,19#. ~For some other quark model
predictions, see, e.g., Ref. @25, 26#. QCD sum rules can also
be used to estimate t, see, e.g., Ref. @24#.!
The ALEPH and CLEO analyses that yield Eq. ~2.29!
assume that B!D1en¯eX is dominated by B!D1en¯e , and
that D1 decays only into D*p . If the first assumption turns
out to be false then t~1! will decrease, if the second assump-
tion is false then t~1! will increase compared to Eq. ~2.31!.
The predictions discussed above would change if we had
not absorbed into t the time ordered product involving the
kinetic energy operator. As discussed earlier ~in the para-
graph preceding the description of approximation A!, the re-
placement of t by t˜5t1«chke
(c)1«bhke
(b) introduces an error,
318 57LEIBOVICH, LIGETI, STEWART, AND WISETABLE III. Order as and as(LQCD /mQ) corrections to the predictions in Table II for tˆ8521.5. These
numbers should be multiplied by as(Amcmb)/p to get the corrections to Table II.
Approximation d~GD2* /GD1! d~GD1
~l50!/GD1! d~GD2*
~l50!/GD2*!
dt~1!F 6.031023B~B!D1en¯e!G
1/2
A` 20.68 0.10 0.02 20.26
B` 21.63 0.19 20.003 20.32
A 20.22 0.04 0.05 20.24
B1 20.55 0.06 20.02 20.32
B2 20.68 0.07 20.05 20.33which is formally of order LQCD
2 /mQ
2
. Absorbing hke into t
almost fully eliminates the hke dependence of the D2* rate.
For the D1 rate, however, absorbing hke into t generates at
order LQCD
2 /mQ
2 a formally suppressed but numerically siz-
able hke dependence. This hke dependence is more like a
typical LQCD /mQ correction, since the LQCD /mQ current
corrections are as important as the infinite mass limit for the
D1 rate. Keeping hˆke
(Q)5hke
(Q)/t explicit in the results, the
total B!D1 semileptonic rate in units of G0t2(1) is
0.033(111.1«chˆke(c)1 . . .), while the B!D2* rate is
0.017(112.0«chˆke(c)1 . . .). From these expressions it is evi-
dent that, for 20.75 GeV,hˆke,0.75 GeV, t(1) changes
only by 615%, while R has a larger variation. In the future
this uncertainty will be reduced if differential spectra can
also be measured besides total rates in B!D1 , D2* decays.
Note that hke does not enter into predictions for the
B!D1en¯e decay rate near zero recoil.
Order as corrections to the results of this section can be
calculated in a straightforward way, using well-known meth-
ods. Details of this calculation are given in the Appendix.
The order as corrections to the results shown in Table II are
given in Table III. These are smaller than the uncertainty in
our results from higher order terms in the LQCD /mQ expan-
sion that have been neglected. The corrections are most sig-
nificant for R5GD2* /GD1 and t(1) in approximation B; the
central values of these quantities are reduced by about 9%
and 4%, respectively. Some of these as corrections dependsensitively on tˆ8, but they remain small for 0. tˆ8.22. For
the remainder of this paper, we neglect the small as correc-
tions.
Our predictions for the single differential
B!(D1 ,D2*)en¯e spectra follow from Eqs. ~2.24!, ~2.25!,
and ~2.26!. dG/dw is given by integrating Eqs. ~2.24! over
dcosu. This amounts to replacements sin2u!4/3,
~1 1cos2u)!8/3, and cosu!0. Thus dG/dw is trivial to ob-
tain using either approximations A or B. The electron energy
spectra are obtained by expressing cosu in terms of y ~where
y52Ee /mB is the rescaled electron energy! using Eq. ~2.3!,
and integrating w over @(12y)21r2#/@2r(12y)#,w,(1
1r2)/(2r). They depend on the coefficients ui(n) which did
not enter our results so far.
In Fig. 3 the electron spectrum for B!D1en¯e is plotted in
units of G0t2(1). Figures 3a and 3b are the spectra for he-
licity zero and helicity one D1 , respectively. In these plots
tˆ8521.5. The dotted curve shows the mQ!` limit (B`),
the solid curve is approximation B1 , the dashed curve is B2 .
Note that the kinematic range for y is 0,y,12r2. Near
y50 and y512r2 the spectrum is dominated by contribu-
tions from w near wmax . In this case, we expect sizable un-
certainties in our results, for example, from unknown terms
that occur in the ui
(n) terms in Eq. ~2.25! at a lower order than
in the s and t coefficients. Figure 3 shows the large enhance-
ment of the D1 rate due to order LQCD /mQ corrections, and
that the difference between approximations B1 and B2 is
small compared to this enhancement. In Figs. 4a and 4b weFIG. 3. Electron spectrum for B!D1en¯e in units of G0t2(1) for tˆ8521.5. ~a! and ~b! are the spectra for helicity zero and helicity one
D1 , respectively. Dotted curves show the mQ!` limit (B`), solid curves are approximation B1 , dashed curves are B2 .
57 319SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO EXCITED CHARMED MESONSFIG. 4. Electron spectrum for B!D2*en¯e in units of G0t2(1) for tˆ8521.5. The notations are the same as in Fig. 3, but the scales are
different.plot the electron spectrum for B!D2*en¯e for helicity zero
and helicity one D2* , respectively. In this case the LQCD /mQ
corrections are less important.
III. BD0*en¯e AND BD1*en¯e DECAYS
The other low lying states above the D (*) ground states
occur in a doublet with sl
p l5 12
1
. These states are expected to
be broad since they can decay into D (*)p in an S-wave,
unlike the D1 and D2* which can only decay in a D-wave.
~An S-wave decay amplitude for the D1 is forbidden by
heavy quark spin symmetry @3#.! This section repeats the
analysis of the previous section for these states. Since the
notation, methods, and results are similar to those used in
Sec. II, the discussion here will be briefer.
The matrix elements of the vector and axial currents be-
tween B mesons and D0* or D1* mesons can be parametrized
by^D0*~v8!uVmuB~v !&50,
^D0*~v8!uAmuB~v !&
AmD0*mB
5g1~vm1v8m!1g2~vm2v8m!,
^D1*~v8,«!uVmuB~v !&
AmD1*mB
5gV1«*
m1~gV2v
m1gV3v8
m!~«*v !,
^D1*~v8,«!uAmuB~v !&
AmD1*mB
5igA«mabg«a*vbvg8 , ~3.1!
where gi are functions of w . At zero recoil the matrix ele-
ments are determined by g1(1) and gV1(1). In terms of
these form factors the double differential decay rates for
B!D0*en¯e and B!D1*en¯e decays ared2GD0*
dwdcosu 53G0r0
*3~w221 !3/2 sin2u@~11r0*!g12~12r0*!g2#2,
d2GD1*
dwdcosu 53G0r1
*3Aw221$sin2u@~w2r1*!gV11~w
221 !~gV31r1*gV2!#
2
1~122r1*w1r1*
2!@~11cos2u!@gV1
2 1~w221 !gA
2 #24 cosuAw221gV1gA#%. ~3.2!where G05GF
2 uVcbu2mB
5 /(192p3), r0*5mD0* /mB and
r1*5mD1*
/mB .
We follow the previous section to obtain expressions for
the form factors gi in terms of Isgur-Wise functions to order
LQCD /mQ . The fields Pv and Pv*
m that destroy members of
the sl
p l5 12
1 doublet with four-velocity v are in the 434
matrixKv5
11v
2 @Pv
*mg5gm1Pv# . ~3.3!
This matrix K satisfies v Kv5Kv5Kvv . In the infinite mass
limit matrix elements of the leading order current operator
are @19#
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~c !Ghv
~b !5z~w ! Tr $K¯v8GHv%. ~3.4!
Here z(w) is the leading order Isgur-Wise function ~z is
twice the function t1/2 of Ref. @19#!. Since the (D0* ,D1*)
states are in a different spin multiplet than the ground state,
g1(1)5gV1(1)50 in the infinite mass limit, independent of
z(1).
The order LQCD /mQ corrections to the current can be
parametrized as
h¯v8
~c !iDlQ Ghv
~b !5Tr$Sl~c !K¯v8GHv%,
h¯v8
~c !GiDlW hv
~b !5Tr$Sl~b !K¯v8GHv%. ~3.5!
This is the analogue of Eq. ~2.8!, except that in the present
case
Sl~Q !5z1~Q !vl1z2~Q !vl81z3~Q !gl . ~3.6!
The functions z i
(Q)(w) have mass dimension one. The heavy
quark equations of motion yield
wz1
~c !1z2
~c !1z3
~c !50,
z1
~b !1wz2
~b !2z3
~b !50. ~3.7!
Equation ~2.11! implies Sl(c)1Sl(b)5(L¯vl2L¯*vl8)z , which
gives three more relations
z1
~c !1z1
~b !5L¯z ,
z2
~c !1z2
~b !52L¯*z ,
z3
~c !1z3
~b !50. ~3.8!
These relations express the z j
(b)
’s in terms of the z j
(c)
’s. Com-
bining Eqs. ~3.7! with ~3.8! yields
z2
~c !52
wL¯*2L¯
w11 z2z1
~c !
,
z3
~c !5
wL¯*2L¯
w11 z2~w21 !z1
~c !
. ~3.9!
At zero recoil, only z3
(Q) can give a non-vanishing contribu-
tion to the matrix elements of the weak currents in Eq. ~3.1!.
It is determined in terms of L¯*2L¯ and z~1!, since Eqs. ~3.8!
and ~3.9! imply that
z3
~c !~1 !52z3
~b !~1 !5
L¯*2L¯
2 z~1 !. ~3.10!We use Eq. ~3.9! to eliminate z2
(c) and z3
(c) in favor of z1
(c)
and z.
There are also order LQCD /mQ corrections to the effective
Lagrangian, given in Eq. ~1.4!. Time ordered products in-
volving Okin can be parametrized as
iE d4xT$Okin,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%5xke~c ! Tr$K¯v8GHv%,
iE d4xT$Okin,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%5xke~b ! Tr$K¯v8GHv%.
~3.11!
These corrections do not contribute at zero recoil. The chro-
momagnetic corrections have the form
iE d4xT$Omag,v8~c ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%
5TrHRab~c !K¯v8isab 11v 82 GHvJ ,
iE d4xT$Omag,v~b ! ~x !@h¯v8~c !Ghv~b !#~0 !%
5TrHRab~b !K¯v8G 11v2 isabHvJ . ~3.12!
In this case the most general form of Rab(Q) is
Rab~c !5x1~c !gagb1x2~c !vagb , Rab~b !5x1~b !gagb1x2~b !va8gb .
~3.13!
At zero recoil the contribution of x2
(Q) vanish because
va(11v )sab(11v )50, while that of x1(Q) vanish because
(12v )gagb(11v )5(12v )(gavb2gbva)(11v ).
Using Eqs. ~3.5!–~3.12!, it is straightforward to express
the form factors gi parametrizing B!D0*en¯e and
B!D1*en¯e semileptonic decays in terms of Isgur-Wise func-
tions. The order LQCD /mb Lagrangian corrections arise only
in the combination xb5xke
(b)16x1
(b)22(w11)x2(b) . Drop-
ping the c superscript from z1
(c) and x i
(c)
, we obtain
g15«cF2~w21 !z123z wL¯*2L¯w11 G
2«bFL¯*~2w11 !2L¯~w12 !w11 z22~w21 !z1G ,
g25z1«c@xke16x122~w11 !x2#1«bxb .
~3.14!
The analogous formulae for B!D1*en¯e aregA5z1«cFwL¯*2L¯w11 z1xke22x1G2«bFL¯*~2w11 !2L¯~w12 !w11 z22~w21 !z12xbG ,
gV15~w21 !z1«c@~wL
¯*2L¯!z1~w21 !~xke22x1!#2«b$@L¯*~2w11 !2L¯~w12 !#z22~w221 !z12~w21 !xb%,
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gV352z2«cFwL¯*2L¯w11 z12z11xke22x112x2G1«bFL¯*~2w11 !2L¯~w12 !w11 z22~w21 !z12xbG . ~3.15!
These equations show that at zero recoil the leading contributions to gV1 and g1 of order LQCD /mQ are determined in terms
of L¯*2L¯ and z~1!. Explicitly,
g1~1 !52
3
2 ~«c1«b!~L
¯*2L¯!z~1 !,
gV1~1 !5~«c23«b!~L
¯*2L¯!z~1 !. ~3.16!
For approximation A we shall again expand the double differential decay rates in Eq. ~3.2! in powers of w21:
d2GD0*
dwdcosu 53G0z
2~1 !r0*
3~w221 !3/2 sin2u(
n
~w21 !ns0
~n !
, ~3.17!
d2GD1*
dwdcosu 53G0z
2~1 !r1*
3Aw221(
n
~w21 !n$sin2us1
~n !1~122r1*w1r1*
2!@~11cos2u!t1
~n !24 cosuAw221u1~n !#%.The coefficients for the decay rate into D0* are
s0
~0 !5~12r0*!2@112«c~ xˆke16xˆ124xˆ2!14«bxˆb#
13~«c1«b!~12r0*
2!~L¯*2L¯!1 . . . ,
s0
~1 !52~12r0*!2zˆ 81 . . . . ~3.18!
For the decay into D1* the coefficients are
s1
~0 !5~«c23«b!2~12r1*!2~L¯*2L¯!21 . . . ,
s1
~1 !522~«c23«b!~12r1*
2!~L¯*2L¯!1 . . . ,
s1
~2 !5~11r1*!21 . . . ,
t1
~0 !5~«c23«b!2~L¯*2L¯!21 . . . ,
t1
~1 !5214~«c23«b!~L¯*2L¯!14«c~ xˆke22xˆ1!
14«bxˆb1 . . . ,
t1
~2 !52~112zˆ 8!1 . . . ,
u1
~0 !5~«c23«b!~L¯*2L¯!1 . . . ,
u1
~1 !511 . . . . ~3.19!
Note that at zero recoil and at order w21 the contributions
to D1* decay proportional to L¯*2L¯ depend on the anoma-
lously small combination «c23«b;0.05 GeV21. Thus
LQCD /mQ corrections enhance B!D1* by a much smaller
amount than they enhance B!D1 decay. On the other hand,the B!D0* decay rate receives a large enhancement from
LQCD /mQ corrections, similar to B!D1 .
In approximation A, B!D1* is treated the same way as
B!D1 in Sec. II. B!D0* is treated as B!D2* in Sec. II,
since these rates contain an additional factor of w221. Ap-
proximation B is also very similar to that in Sec. II, except
that in the present case there is only one unknown LQCD /mQ
Isgur-Wise function, z1 ~once time ordered products involv-
ing the chromomagnetic operator are neglected, and the ma-
trix elements of the time ordered products involving the ki-
netic energy operator are absorbed into the mQ!` Isgur-
Wise function, z!. In approximation B1 we set z150 in Eqs.
~3.14! and ~3.15!. This is identical to saturating the first re-
lation in Eq. ~3.8! by z1
(b)
, i.e., setting z1
(b)5L¯z . In approxi-
mation B2 we set z15L¯z in Eqs. ~3.14! and ~3.15!, which is
identical to setting z1
(b)50. To the extent the first relation in
Eq. ~3.8! can be taken as a hint to the sign of z1 , the differ-
ence between approximations B1 and B2 gives a crude esti-
mate of the uncertainty related to the unknown LQCD /mQ
corrections.
As in the previous section, the expression for the decay
rate in terms of form factors in Eq. ~3.2! implies that
s1
(0)/t1
(0)5(12r1*)2 to all orders in the LQCD /mQ expansion.
Thus the ratio of helicity zero and helicity one B!D1*
decay rates at zero recoil is limw!1@(dGD1*
(l50)/dw)/
(dGD1*
(ulu51)/dw)#51/2.
Predictions
A model independent prediction similar to that in Sec. II
can be made for the slope parameter of semileptonic B decay
into the helicity zero D1* . We write the semileptonic decay
rate into the helicity zero D1* as
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~l50 !
dw 54G0r1
*3~12r1*!2Aw221z2~1 !~«c23«b!2
3~L¯*2L¯!2@12rD1*
2
~w21 !1 . . .# . ~3.20!
The relationship between s1
(0) and s1
(1) implies that the slope
parameter rD1*
2 for helicity zero D1* is
rD1*
2
5
11r1*
12r1*
2
~«c23«b!~L¯*2L¯!
1O~1 !. ~3.21!
As in Sec. II, this slope parameter is of order mQ /LQCD . It
would be very hard experimentally to test this model inde-
pendent prediction, since the D1* is expected to be of order
100 MeV broad, and also because «c23«b is so small.
Predictions for the B!D0*en¯e and B!D1*en¯e rates are
shown in the first two columns of Table IV, normalized to
z2(1) times the measured B!D1en¯e rate. These results are
obtained using zˆ 8521, and L¯*2L¯.0.35 GeV correspond-
ing to 1,w,1.33. This value of L¯*2L¯ has at least a
50 MeV uncertainty at present, as it follows from model
predictions for the masses of the sl
p l5 12
1 charmed mesons,
m¯D* .2.40 GeV @27#, and from the fact that l1*5l18 in non-
relativistic quark models with spin-orbit independent poten-
tials. Although the D1* state is expected to be somewhat
heavier than the D0* , we use the kinematic range 1,w
,1.33 for both decays. The results in the first two columns
of Table IV are quite sensitive to the value of zˆ 8 and z1 . In
approximation B1, for example, B(B!D0*en¯e)/@z2(1)
30.006# changes from 1.92 at zˆ 850 to 0.54 at zˆ 8522. In
the same range of zˆ 8, B(B!D1*en¯e)/@z2(1)30.006#
changes from 0.72 to 0.24. The effect of z1 is also important;
in the range 20.75 GeV,zˆ1,0.75 GeV, the D0* and D1*
branching ratios change from 1.68 to 0.66 and 0.30 to 0.63,
respectively. Therefore, even if z were known from models
or lattice calculations, there would still be a factor of two
uncertainty in the theoretical predictions for the semileptonic
B!D0* and D1* rates; but the uncertainty in the sum of these
two rates is smaller.
TABLE IV. The first two columns show semileptonic B branch-
ing ratios into D0* and D1* normalized to z2(1) times the measured
branching ratio B(B!D1en¯e)50.6%, assuming zˆ 85z8(1)/z(1)
521. The sum of D0*1D1* rates relative to B!D1 is in the third
column, using the nonrelativistic constituent quark model prediction
in Eq. ~3.22! and tˆ8521.5.
Approximation
B~B!D0*en¯e!
z2~1 !30.006
B~B!D1*en¯e!
z2~1 !30.006 GD0*1D1* /GD1
A` 0.30 0.66 1.07
B` 0.33 0.46 1.61
A 1.03 0.65 0.80
B1 1.11 0.44 1.03
B2 0.85 0.53 1.05To obtain even a crude absolute prediction for the
B!D1* , D0* rates, a relation between the sl
p l5 12
1 and 32 1
Isgur-Wise functions is needed. In any nonrelativistic con-
stituent quark model with spin-orbit independent potential, z
and t are related by @25,19#
z~w !5
w11
)
t~w !, ~3.22!
since both of these spin symmetry doublets correspond to
L51 orbital excitations. This implies
z~1 !5
2
)
t~1 !, zˆ 85
1
2 1 tˆ8. ~3.23!
In the same approximation, hˆke5xˆke .7
Predictions for the B semileptonic decay rate into the
states in the sl
p l5 12
1 doublet that follow from Eq. ~3.23! are
shown in the last column of Table IV. @For this quantity,
approximations Bi (i51,2) contain a somewhat ad hoc input
of combining the Bi prediction in Sec. II with the Bi predic-
tion for B!D0* , D1* .# For tˆ8521.5, the 12 1 doublet con-
tributes about 1.03B(B!D1en¯e);0.6% to the total B de-
cay rate. Varying t1,2 and z1 in approximation B results in
the range (0.621.7)3B(B!D1en¯e) for the sum of the D0*
and D1* rates. This combined with our results for
R5GD2* /GD1 in Sec. II is consistent with the ALEPH mea-
surement @15# of the branching ratio for the sum of all semi-
leptonic decays containing a D (*)p in the final state to be
(2.2660.44)%.
The semileptonic decay rate into D and D* is about 6.6%
of the total B decay rate @9#. Our results then suggest that the
six lightest charmed mesons contribute about 8.2% of the B
decay rate. Therefore, semileptonic decays into higher ex-
cited states and non-resonant multi-body channels should be
at least 2% of the B decay rate, and possibly around 3% if
the semileptonic B branching ratio is closer to the LEP result
of about 11.5%. Such a sizable contribution to the semilep-
tonic rate from higher mass excited charmed mesons and
non-resonant modes would soften the lepton spectrum, and
may make the agreement with data on the inclusive lepton
spectrum worse. Of course, the decay rates to the broad 12 1
states would change substantially if the nonrelativistic quark
model prediction in Eq. ~3.22! is wrong. Semileptonic B de-
cay rate to the six lightest charmed mesons could add up to
close to 10% if z were enhanced by a factor of two compared
to the prediction of Eq. ~3.22!. However, model calculations
@26# seem to obtain a suppression rather than an enhance-
ment of z compared to Eq. ~3.22!. Thus, taking the measure-
ments for the B!D , D*, and D1 semileptonic branching
ratios on face value, a decomposition of the semileptonic rate
as a sum of exclusive channels seems problematic both in
light of our results and the above ALEPH measurement for
the sum of all semileptonic decays containing a D (*)p in the
final state.
7A relation between t1,2 and z1 may also hold in this model.
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AT ZERO RECOIL
In the previous two sections matrix elements of the weak
vector current and axial-vector current between a B meson
and an excited charmed mesons with sl
p l5 32
1 and 12 1 quan-
tum numbers were considered. Here we consider such matrix
elements at zero recoil for excited charmed mesons with
other sl
p l quantum numbers. Only charmed mesons with spin
zero or spin one can contribute at this kinematic point. The
polarization tensor of a spin n state is rank n , traceless and
symmetric in its indices, and vanishes if it is contracted with
the 4-velocity of the state. For matrix elements of the axial-
vector or vector current, at least n21 indices of the charmed
meson polarization tensor are contracted with vm, the four
velocity of the B meson. Consequently, for n.1 these ma-
trix elements vanish at zero recoil, where v5v8. In this sec-
tion we work in the rest frame, v5v85(1,0W ), and four-
velocity labels on the fields and states are suppressed.
For spin zero and spin one excited charmed mesons, the
possible spin parities for the light degrees of freedom are
sl
p l5 12
1
,
3
2
1
, which we have already considered in the
previous sections, and sl
p l5 12
2
,
3
2
2
. In the nonrelativistic
constituent quark model, the 12 2 states are interpreted as
radial excitations of the ground state (D ,D*) doublet and
the 32 2 states are L52 orbital excitations. In the quark
model, these states are typically expected to be broad. The
mass of the lightest sl
p l5 32
2 doublet is expected around
2.8 GeV, while the lightest excited states with sl
p l5 12
2 are
expected around 2.6 GeV @27#.8 ~B decays into radial exci-
tations of the sl
p lÞ 12
2 states have similar properties asthe decay into the lightest state with the same quantum num-
bers.!
In the mQ!` limit, the zero recoil matrix elements van-
ish by heavy quark symmetry. For the excited sl
p l5 12
2
states, the mQ!` Isgur-Wise functions vanish at zero recoil
due to the orthogonality of the states. The matrix elements
for the sl
p lÞ 12
2 states vanish at zero recoil due to spin sym-
metry alone, and therefore the corresponding mQ!` Isgur-
Wise functions need not vanish at zero recoil.
Using the same methods as in Secs. II and III, it is
straightforward to show that LQCD /mQ corrections to the
current do not contribute at zero recoil. For the sl
p l5 12
2
states, this follows from the heavy quark equation of motion.
For the sl
p l5 32
2 states, the LQCD /mQ corrections to the cur-
rent can be parametrized similar to Eqs. ~2.8! and ~2.9!. In
this case the analogue of Fv
m in Eq. ~2.5! satisfies v Fvm5Fvm
5Fv
mv . Recall that the t4(Q)gsl in Eq. ~2.9! was the only
term whose contribution at zero recoil did not vanish due to
the vmFv
m50 property of the Rarita-Schwinger spinors.
Here, the analogous term is placed between 12v and
11v 8, and therefore also disappears at v5v8.
It remains to consider the LQCD /mQ contributions to the
1
2
2 and 32 2 matrix elements coming from corrections to the
Lagrangian in Eq. ~1.4!. These are written as time ordered
products of Okin
(Q)(x) and Omag(Q) (x) with the leading order
mQ!` currents @e.g., Eq. ~2.16!#. At zero recoil it is useful
to insert a complete set of states between these operators.
Since the zero recoil weak currents are charge densities of
heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry, only one state from this
sum contributes. For the sl
p l5 12
2 multiplet this procedure
gives^D*~n !~«!uAW uB&
AmD*~n !mB
5
2«W
~L¯~n !2L¯!
H S 12mc 1 32mbD ^D*
~n !~«!uOmag
~c ! ~0 !uD*~«!&
AmD*~n !mD*
1S 1
2mc
2
1
2mb
D ^D*~n !~«!uOkin~c !~0 !uD*~«!&AmD*~n !mD* J . ~4.1!
and
^D ~n !uV0uB&
AmD~n !mB
5
1
~L¯~n !2L¯!
S 2 1
2mc
1
1
2mb
D ^D ~n !uOmag~c ! ~0 !1Okin~c !~0 !uD&AmD~n !mD . ~4.2!Here we have denoted spin zero and spin one members of the
excited sl
p l5 12
2
multiplet by D (n) and D*(n) respectively,
and the analogues of L¯ by L¯(n). Heavy quark spin-flavor
symmetry was used to write the effects of Okin
(b) and Omag
(b) in
terms of matrix elements of Okin
(c) and Omag
(c)
. This neglects the
8The lightest 12
2
states may be narrow since decays to the sl
p l
5
1
2
2
and 32
2
multiplets are suppressed by the available phase space,
and decays to D (*)p in an S-wave are forbidden by parity.weak logarithmic dependence on the heavy quark mass in the
matrix elements of Omag . For the spin one member of the
sl
p l5 32
2 multiplet, which we denote by D1** ,
^D1**~«!uAW uB&
AmD1**mB
5
2«W
~L¯**2L¯!
S 12mcD ^D1
**~«!uOmag
~c ! ~0 !uD*~«!&
AmD1**mD
.
~4.3!
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p l5 12
2 and 32 2 excited charmed mesons, the
correction to the Lagrangian, dL in Eq. ~1.4!, gives rise to an
order LQCD /mc contribution to the matrix elements of the
weak currents at zero recoil. Formulae similar to those in
Eqs. ~4.1!–~4.3! hold in the sl
p l5 12
1
,
3
2
1 cases, but the cor-
responding matrix elements vanish due to the parity invari-
ance of the strong interaction.
V. APPLICATIONS
A. Factorization
Factorization should be a good approximation for B decay
into charmed mesons and a charged pion. Contributions that
violate factorization are suppressed by LQCD divided by the
energy of the pion in the B rest frame @28# or by as(mQ).
Furthermore for these decays, factorization also holds in the
limit of large number of colors. Neglecting the pion mass,
the two-body decay rate, Gp , is related to the differential
decay rate dGsl /dw at maximal recoil for the analogous semi-
leptonic decay ~with the p replaced by the en¯e pair!. This
relation is independent of the identity of the charmed meson
in the final state,
Gp5
3p2uVudu2C2 f p2
mB
2
r
3S dGsldw D
wmax
. ~5.1!
Here r is the mass of the charmed meson divided by mB ,
wmax5(11r2)/(2r), and f p.132 MeV is the pion decay con-
stant. C is a combination of Wilson coefficients of four-
quark operators @29#, and numerically C uVudu is very close
to unity.
These nonleptonic decay rates can therefore be predicted
from a measurement of dGsl /dw at maximal recoil. The semi-
leptonic decay rate near maximal recoil is only measured for
B!D (*)en¯e at present. The measured B!D (*)p rate is
consistent with Eq. ~5.1! at the level of the 10% experimental
uncertainties. In the absence of a measurement of the
B!(D1 ,D2*)en¯e differential decay rates, we can use our
results for the shape of dGsl /dw to predict the B!D1p and
B!D2*p decay rates. These predictions depend on the semi-
leptonic differential decay rates at wmax , where we are the
least confident that LQCD /mQ terms involving L¯ and L¯8 are
the most important. With this caveat in mind, we find the
results shown in Table V.
TABLE V. Predictions for the ratios of branching ratios,
B(B!D1p)/B(B!D1en¯e) and B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p), using
factorization and assuming tˆ85t8(1)/t(1)521.5.
Approximation
B~B!D1p!
B~B!D1en¯e!
B~B!D2*p!
B~B!D1p!
A` 0.39 0.36
B` 0.26 1.00
A 0.29 0.21
B1 0.19 0.41
B2 0.20 0.56At present there are only crude measurements of the
B(B!D1p) and B(B!D2*p) branching ratios. Assuming
B@D1(2420)0!D*1p2#52/3 and B@D2*(2460)0
!D*1p2]50.2, the measured rates are @30#
B@B2!D1~2420!0p2#5~1.1760.29!31023,
B@B2!D2*~2460!0p2#5~2.160.9!31023. ~5.2!
A reduction of the experimental uncertainty in B(B!D2*p)
is needed to test the prediction in the second column of Table
V.
The prediction for B(B!D1p)/B(B!D1en¯e) in ap-
proximation B is fairly independent of t1,2 , but more sensi-
tive to tˆ8. The latter dependence is plotted in Fig. 5 for
0. tˆ8.22. Not absorbing hke into t results in the following
weak dependence: B(B!D1p)/B(B!D1en¯e)}1
10.27«chˆke1 . . . . Assuming that the factorization relation
in Eq. ~5.1! works at the 10% level for B decays into excited
charmed mesons, a precise measurement of the B(B!D1p)
rate may provide a determination of tˆ8. The present experi-
mental data, B(B!D1p)/B(B!D1en¯e).0.2, does in fact
support tˆ8;21.5, which we took as the ‘‘central value’’ in
this paper, motivated by model calculations.
The prediction for B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p), on the
other hand, only weakly depends on tˆ8, but it is more sen-
sitive to t1,2 . Varying t1,2 in the range
20.75 GeV,tˆ1,2,0.75 GeV, we can accommodate almost
any value of B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p) between 0 and 1.5.
This quantity depends more sensitively on t1 than on t2 . In
Fig. 6 we plot B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p) in approximation
B as a function of tˆ1 setting tˆ250 ~solid curve!, and as a
function of tˆ2 setting tˆ150 ~dashed curve!. Not absorbing
hke into t results in the following dependence:
B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p)}110.75«chˆke1 . . . . This ratio
and R depend on hˆke and tˆ1 . In the future experimental data
on these ratios may lead to a determination of hˆke and tˆ1 .
If the experimental central value on B(B!D2*p) does
not decrease compared to Eq. ~5.2!, then it would suggest a
huge value for tˆ1 , leading to a violation of the ALEPH
FIG. 5. Factorization prediction for B(B!D1p)/B(B!D1en¯e)
as a function of tˆ85t8(1)/t(1). The dotted curve shows the
mQ!` limit (B`), solid curve is approximation B1, dashed curve
is B2.
57 325SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO EXCITED CHARMED MESONSbound on R ~see Fig. 1!. The approximation B results in
Tables II and V can be combined to give
B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D2*en¯e)50.15. Varying tˆ i , hˆke and tˆ8
does not bring this quantity close to the current experimental
limit. Therefore, if the branching ratio for B!D2*en¯e is be-
low the ALEPH bound, then B(B!D2*p) should be smaller
than the central value in Eq. ~5.2!.
B. Sum rules
Our results are important for sum rules that relate inclu-
sive B!Xcen¯e decays to the sum of exclusive channels. The
Bjorken sum rule bounds the slope of the B!D (*)en¯e Isgur-
Wise function, defined by the expansion j(w)512r2
3(w21)1 . . . . Knowing r2 would reduce the uncertainty
in the determination of uVcbu from the extrapolation of the
B!D (*)en¯e spectrum to zero recoil. The Bjorken sum rule
@31,19# is
r25
1
4 1(m
uz~m !~1 !u2
4 12(p
ut~p !~1 !u2
3 1 . . . .
~5.3!
Throughout this section the ellipses denote contributions
from non-resonant channels. z (m) and t (p) are the Isgur-Wise
functions for the exited sl
p l5 12
1 and 32 1 states, respectively9
~for m5p50 these are the orbitally excited states discussed
in Secs. II and III, and m ,p>1 are radial excitations of
these!. Since all terms in the sums, as well as the contribu-
tions replaced by ellipses, are non-negative, a lower bound
on r2 can be obtained by keeping only the first few terms on
the right-hand-side of Eq. ~5.3!. Using Eqs. ~2.31! and
~3.22!, we find that the contribution of the lowest lying
sl
p l5 12
1 and 32 1 states implies the bound
9In Ref. @19# uz (m)(1)u2/4 was denoted by ut1/2(m)(1)u2, and
ut (p)(1)u2/3 was denoted by ut3/2(p)(1)u2.
FIG. 6. Factorization prediction for B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p)
as a function of tˆ1(5t1 /t) for tˆ250 ~solid curve!, and as a func-
tion of tˆ2 for tˆ150 ~dashed curve!.r2.
1
4 1
uz~1 !u2
4 12
ut~1 !u2
3 .0.75. ~5.4!
The contribution of the 12 1 states through z~1! to this bound,
which relies on the quark model result in Eq. ~3.22!, is only
0.17.
An upper bound on r2 follows from an upper bound on
the excited states contribution to the right-hand-side of Eq.
~5.3!. This sum rule was first derived by Voloshin @21#
1
2 L
¯5(
m
~L¯*~m !2L¯!
uz~m !~1 !u2
4
12(
p
~L¯8~p !2L¯!
ut~p !~1 !u2
3 1 . . . . ~5.5!
Here L¯*(m) and L¯8(p) are the analogues of L¯* and L¯8 for
the exited sl
p l5 12
1 and 32 1 states, respectively. Equation
~5.5! combined with Eq. ~5.3! implies that r2,1/4
1L¯/(2«1), where «1 is the excitation energy of the lightest
excited charmed meson state. However, knowing z~1! and
t~1! does not strengthen this bound on r2 significantly. On
the other hand, Eq. ~5.5! implies the bound L¯.0.38 GeV
~neglecting perturbative QCD corrections!. The model de-
pendent contribution of the 12 1 states to this bound is only
0.12 GeV; while the bound L¯.0.26 GeV from only the 32 1
states is fairly model independent.
A class of zero recoil sum rules were considered in Ref.
@32#. The axial sum rule, which bounds the B!D* form
factor ~that is used to determine uVcbu! only receives contri-
butions from sl
p l5 12
2 and 32 2 states, which were discussed
in Sec. IV. It has the form
uFB!D*~1 !u
21(
Xc
u^Xc~«!uAW uB&u2
12mXcmB
5hA
2 2
l2
mc
2 1
l113l2
4 S 1mc2 1 1mb2 1 23mcmbD ,
~5.6!
where hA is the perturbative matching coefficient of the full
QCD axial-vector current onto the HQET current, Xc denotes
spin one states ~continuum or resonant! with sl
p l5 12
2 and
3
2
2
, and FB!D*(1) is defined by
^D*~«!uAW uB&
2AmD*mB
5FB!D*~1 !«W . ~5.7!
Neglecting the contributions of the excited states Xc to the
left-hand-side, gives an upper bound on uFB!D*(1)u2. Using
the nonrelativistic constituent quark model, we estimate us-
ing Eq. ~4.1! that the contribution of the first radial excitation
of the D* to the sum over Xc in Eq. ~5.6! is about 0.1.
For this estimate we took L¯(1)2L¯5450 MeV, Omag(c)
5Cd3(r)sWcsW q¯ ~fixing the constant C by the measured D*
2D mass splitting!, Okin
(c)5¹W 2, and used the harmonic oscil-
326 57LEIBOVICH, LIGETI, STEWART, AND WISElator quark model wave functions of Ref. @23#. A 0.1 correc-
tion would significantly strengthen the upper bound
on FB!D*(1) and have important consequences for the
extraction of the magnitude of Vcb from exclusive
B!D*en¯e decay. Note that sl
p l5 32
2 states do not contributeto the zero recoil axial sum rule in the quark model, because
their spatial wave functions vanish at the origin.
The JP511 members of the sl
p l5 12
1 and sl
p l5 32
1 dou-
blets contribute to the vector sum rule, which is used to
bound l1 . This sum rule reads @32,2#~mb23mc!2
4mb
2mc
2 (
m
~L¯*~m !2L¯!2
uz~m !~1 !u2
4 1
2
mc
2 (
p
~L¯8~p !2L¯!2
ut~p !~1 !u2
3 1 . . .5
l2
mc
22
l113l2
4 S 1mc2 1 1mb22 23mcmbD .
~5.8!
This relation can be simplified by setting mb /mc to different values. Taking mb5mc yields
l1523(
m
~L¯*~m !2L¯!2
uz~m !~1 !u2
4 26(p ~L
¯8~p !2L¯!2
ut~p !~1 !u2
3 1 . . . , ~5.9!
whereas mc@mb@LQCD gives @2#
l113l2529(
m
~L¯*~m !2L¯!2
uz~m !~1 !u2
4 1 . . . . ~5.10!
These relations can be combined to obtain a sum rule for l2 ,
l2522(
m
~L¯*~m !2L¯!2
uz~m !~1 !u2
4 12(p ~L
¯8~p !2L¯!2
ut~p !~1 !u2
3 1 . . . . ~5.11!Equations ~5.9! and ~5.11! were previously obtained in Ref.
@33# using different methods. The strongest constraint on l1
is given by Eq. ~5.10! @the sum rule in Eq. ~5.9! only implies
2l1.(0.0610.15) GeV2#. Including the contribution of the
lightest sl
p l5 12
1 doublet to Eq. ~5.10! yields
l1,23l229~L¯*2L¯!2
uz~1 !u2
4 .23l220.18 GeV
2
,
~5.12!
neglecting perturbative QCD corrections. Note that only the
broad D1* state ~and its radial excitations! contribute to this
sum rule, so the result in Eq. ~5.12! is sensitive to the relation
between t~1! and z~1! in Eq. ~3.22!.
Perturbative corrections to the sum rules in this section
can be found in Ref. @34#.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The branching ratios for B!Den¯e and B!D*en¯e are
(1.860.4)% and (4.660.3)%, respectively @9#. This implies
that about 40% of semileptonic B decays are to excited
charmed mesons and non-resonant final states. An excited
charmed meson doublet @D1(2420),D2*(2460)# with
sl
p l5 32
1 has been observed. These states are narrow and
have widths around 20 MeV. With some assumptions, the
CLEO and ALEPH Collaborations have measured about a
(0.660.1)% branching ratio for B!D1en¯e . The decay
B!D2*en¯e has not been observed, and CLEO and ALEPH
respectively report limits of 1% and 0.2% on its branching
ratio. A detailed experimental study of semileptonic B de-cays to these states should be possible in the future.
The semileptonic B decay rate to an excited charmed me-
son is determined by the corresponding matrix elements of
the weak axial-vector and vector currents. At zero recoil
~where the final excited charmed meson is at rest in the rest
frame of the initial B meson!, these currents correspond to
charges of the heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry. Conse-
quently, in the mQ!` limit, the zero recoil matrix elements
of the weak currents between a B meson and any excited
charmed meson vanish. However, at order LQCD /mQ these
matrix elements are not necessarily zero. Since for B semi-
leptonic decay to excited charmed mesons most of the avail-
able phase space is near zero recoil, the LQCD /mQ correc-
tions can play a very important role. In this paper we studied
the predictions of HQET for the B!D1en¯e and B!D2en¯e
differential decay rates including the effects of LQCD /mQ
corrections to the matrix elements of the weak currents.
Since the matrix elements of the weak currents between a B
meson and any excited charmed meson can only be nonzero
for spin zero or spin one charmed mesons at zero recoil, the
LQCD /mQ corrections are more important for the spin one
member of the sl
p l5 32
1 doublet.
The LQCD /mQ corrections to the matrix elements of the
weak axial-vector and vector currents can be divided into
two classes: corrections to the currents themselves and cor-
rections to the states. For B semileptonic decays to the D1 ,
parity invariance of the strong interactions forces the correc-
tions to the states to vanish at zero recoil. Furthermore, the
corrections to the current give a contribution which at zero
recoil is expressible in terms of the leading, mQ!` , Isgur-
Wise function and known meson mass splittings. This cor-
57 327SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO EXCITED CHARMED MESONSTABLE VI. Predictions for GD2* /GD1, t~1!, and GD11D2*1D1*1D0* /GD1 using tˆ8521.5. The results in the
last column assume the nonrelativistic quark model prediction in Eq. ~3.22!.
Approximation R5GD2* /GD1
t~1!F 6.031023B~B!D1en¯e!G
1/2 GD11D2*1D1*1D0*
GD1
B` 1.65 1.24 4.26
B1 0.52 0.71 2.55
B2 0.67 0.75 2.71rection leads to an enhancement of the B semileptonic decay
rate to the D1 over that to the D2 . With some model depen-
dent assumptions, we made predictions for the differential
decay rates for B!D1en¯e and B!D2*en¯e and determined
the zero recoil value of the leading mQ!` Isgur-Wise func-
tion from the measured B to D1 semileptonic decay rate. The
influence of perturbative QCD corrections on these decay
rates were also considered but these are quite small.
Factorization was used to predict the rates for the nonlep-
tonic decays B!D1p and B!D2*p . The ALEPH limit on
the semileptonic decay rate to D2* implies a small branching
ratio for B!D2*p . The ratio B(B!D1p)/B(B!D1en¯e)
can be used to determine tˆ8. The present experimental value
for this quantity favors tˆ8 near 21.5.
The most significant uncertainty at order LQCD /mQ arises
from tˆ1 and hˆke . It may be possible to determine these quan-
tities from measurements of R5GD2* /GD1 and
B(B!D2*p)/B(B!D1p). The w-dependence of the semi-
leptonic decay rates can provide important similar informa-
tion.
A broad multiplet of excited charmed mesons with masses
near those of the D1 and D2* is expected. It has spin of the
light degrees of freedom sl
p l5 12
1
, giving spin zero and spin
one states that are usually denoted by D0* and D1* . We stud-
ied the predictions of HQET for the B!D0*en¯e and
B!D1*en¯e differential decay rates including the effects of
LQCD /mQ corrections to the matrix elements of the weak
current. The situation here is similar to that in the case of the
sl
p l5 32
1 doublet. Using a relation between the leading,
mQ!` , Isgur-Wise functions for these two excited charmed
meson doublets that is valid in the nonrelativistic constituent
quark model with any spin-orbit independent potential ~and a
few other assumptions!, we determined the rates for B semi-
leptonic decays to these excited charmed mesons. We find
that branching ratio for B semileptonic decays into the four
states in the sl
p l5 12
1 and 32 1 doublets is about 1.6%. Com-
bining this with the measured rates to the ground state D and
D* implies that more than 2% of the B meson decays mustbe semileptonic decays to higher mass excited charmed
states or nonresonant modes. Some of the more important
results in Tables II and IV are summarized in Table VI.
We considered the zero recoil matrix elements of the
weak currents between a B meson and other excited charmed
mesons at order LQCD /mQ . Only the corrections to the states
contribute and these were expressed in terms of matrix ele-
ments of local operators.
Our results have implications for B decay sum rules,
where including the contributions of the excited charmed
meson states strengthens the bounds on r2 ~the slope of the
Isgur-Wise function for B!D (*)en¯e!, on l1 , and on the
zero recoil matrix element of the axial-vector current be-
tween B and D* mesons. The latter bound has implications
for the extraction of uVcbu from exclusive B!D*en¯e decay.
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APPENDIX: PERTURBATIVE ORDER as CORRECTIONS
In this Appendix we compute order as and order
asLQCD /mQ corrections to the B!(D1 ,D2*)en¯e form fac-
tors. At this order both the current in Eq. ~2.7! and the order
LQCD /mQ corrections to the Lagrangian in Eq. ~1.4! receive
corrections. Matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator,
hke
(Q)
, enter proportional to t to all orders in as due to rep-
arametrization invariance @35#. The matrix elements involv-
ing the chromomagnetic operator are probably very small
and have been neglected. Order as corrections to the b!c
flavor changing current in the effective theory introduce a set
of new operators at each order in LQCD /mQ , with the appro-
priate dimensions and quantum numbers. The Wilson coef-
ficients for these operators are known w-dependent functions
@17,36#, which we take from @37#.
The vector and axial-vector currents can be written at or-
der as asVm5h¯v8
~c !Fgm2 iDQ gm2mc 1 ig
mDW
2mb
Ghv~b !1 asp @Vm~1 !1Vm~2 !#1 . . . ,
Am5h¯v8
~c !Fgmg52 iDQ gmg52mc 1 ig
mg5DW
2mb
Ghv~b !1 asp @Am~1 !1Am~2 !#1 . . . , ~A1!
328 57LEIBOVICH, LIGETI, STEWART, AND WISEwhere the ellipses denote terms higher order in as and LQCD /mQ . Superscripts ~1! denote corrections proportional to as :
Vm~1 !5h¯v8
~c !
@cV1g
m1cV2v
m1cV3v8
m#hv
~b !
,
Am~1 !5h¯v8
~c !
@cA1g
m1cA2v
m1cA3v8
m#g5hv
~b !
. ~A2!
The terms with superscript ~2! in Eq. ~A1! denote corrections proportional to asLQCD /mQ :
Vm~2 !5h¯v8
~c !H iDlW2mb F ~cV1gm1cV2vm1cV3v8m!S gl12v8l ]Q]w D 12cV2gmlG
2
iDlQ
2mc
F2cV3gml1S gl12vl ]W]w D ~cV1gm1cV2vm1cV3v8m!G J hv~b ! ,
Am~2 !5h¯v8
~c !H iDlW2mb F ~cA1gm1cA2vm1cA3v8m!g5S gl12v8l ]Q]w D 12cA2gmlg5G
2
iDlQ
2mc
F2cA3gml1S gl12vl ]W]w D ~cA1gm1cA2vm1cA3v8m!Gg5J hv~b ! . ~A3!
In these expressions the covariant derivatives, Dl , act on the fields hv
(b) or hv8
(c)
, and partial derivatives with respect to w ,
]/]w , act on the coefficient functions cVi(w) and cAi(w). Using Eqs. ~A2! and ~A3! it is straightforward to include the order
as and asLQCD /mQ corrections using trace formalism presented in Sec. II. The corrections with superscript ~1! simply change
the form of G in Eq. ~2.6!, while those with superscript ~2! change G in Eq. ~2.8!.
The B!D1en¯e form factors were defined in Eq. ~2.1!, and their expansions in terms of Isgur-Wise functions at leading
order in as were given in Eq. ~2.20!. The order as and order asLQCD /mQ corrections modify the results for f i in Eq. ~2.20!
to f i1(as /p)d f i . The functions d f i are given by
A6d f A52~w11 !cA1t22«c~wL¯82L¯!@2cA11~w11 !cA18 1cA3#t1«c~w21 !$@3cA122~w21 !cA3#t12~3cA114cA3!t2%
2«b@~L
¯81L¯!~w21 !cA122~L
¯82wL¯!~w11 !cA18 12~wL
¯82L¯!cA2#t
1«b~w21 !$@~2w11 !cA122~w21 !cA2#t11~cA124cA2!t2%, ~A4!
A6d f V15~12w2!cV1t22«c~wL¯82L¯!~w11 !@2cV11~w21 !cV18 12cV3#t1«c~w
221 !$@3cV112~w12 !cV3#t1
2~3cV112cV3!t2%2«b~w11 !@~L
¯81L¯!~w21 !cV122~L
¯82wL¯!~w21 !cV18 14~wL
¯82L¯!cV2#t
1«b~w
221 !$@~2w11 !cV112~w12 !cV2#t11~cV122cV2!t2%, ~A5!
A6d f V252@3cV112~w11 !cV2#t22«c~wL¯82L¯!@3cV18 12cV212~w11 !cV28 #t2«c$@~4w21 !cV122~2w11 !~w21 !cV2
22~w12 !cV3#t11@5cV112~12w !cV212cV3#t2%2«b$3~L
¯81L¯!cV126~L
¯82wL¯!cV18 12@~w21 !L
¯8
1~3w11 !L¯#cV224~L
¯82wL¯!~w11 !cV28 %t1«b$@3~2w11 !cV112~2w
211 !cV2#t11@3cV112~w22 !cV2#t2%,
~A6!
A6d f V35@~w22 !cV122~w11 !cV3#t12«c~wL¯82L¯!$2cV11~w22 !cV18 22@cV31~w11 !cV38 #%t1«c$@~21w !cV1
12~w223w21 !cV3#t11@~3w12 !cV11~4w22 !cV3#t2%1«b@~L
¯81L¯!~w12 !cV112~L
¯82wL¯!~22w !cV18
14L¯8~w11 !cV222~L
¯81L¯!~w21 !cV314~L
¯82wL¯!~w11 !cV38 #t2«b$@~2w
215w12 !cV112w~21w !cV2
12~11w22w2!cV3#t11@~21w !cV122wcV222~w21 !cV3#t2%. ~A7!
Here cVi and cAi are functions of w , and prime denotes a derivative with respect to w . Note that at zero recoil d f V1 is known
in terms of L¯82L¯ and t~1!, as expected from our results in Sec. II:
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For B!D2*en¯e decay, the as and order asLQCD /mQ corrections modify the leading order form factors in Eq. ~2.21! to
ki!ki1(as /p)dki . The functions dki are
dkV52cV1t2«c@2cV18 ~wL
¯82L¯!t1~cV122wcV3!t12~cV112cV3!t2#
2«b$@~L¯81L¯!cV122~L
¯82wL¯!cV18 #t2@~2w11 !cV112wcV2#t12~cV112cV2!t2%, ~A9!
dkA152~w11 !cA1t2«c@2~cA18 1wcA18 2cA3!~wL
¯82L¯!t1~w21 !cA1~t12t2!12~w
221 !cA3t1#2«b$@~L
¯81L¯!
3~w21 !cA122~L
¯82wL¯!~w11 !cA18 22~wL
¯82L¯!cA2#t2~w21 !@cA1~t11t2!12~wcA12wcA22cA2!t1#%,
~A10!
dkA25cA2t1«c$2cA28 ~wL
¯82L¯!t2@2cA12~2w11 !cA212cA3#t11cA2t2%
1«b$@~L¯813L¯!cA222~L
¯82wL¯!cA28 #t2~2w13 !cA2t12cA2t2%, ~A11!
dkA35~cA11cA3!t1«c@2~cA18 1cA38 !~wL
¯82L¯!t2~cA12cA3!~t11t2!14wcA3t1#1«b$@~L
¯81L¯!~cA11cA3!
22L¯8cA222~L
¯82wL¯!~cA18 1cA38 !#t2~cA11cA3!~t11t2!22w~cA12cA21cA3!t1%. ~A12!
To compute the corrections to the results obtained in Sec. II, it is sufficient to expand the Wilson coefficients cVi and cAi
to linear order in w . We take cVi and cAi and their first derivatives at zero recoil from Ref. @37#. To evaluate these, we choose
to integrate out the c and b quarks at a common scale m5Amcmb, giving, for cVi and cAi ,
cV1~1 !52
4
32
11z
12z ln z.0.91,
cV2~1 !52
2~12z1z ln z !
3~12z !2 .20.46,
cV3~1 !5
2z~12z1ln z !
3~12z !2 .20.20,
cA1~1 !52
8
32
11z
12z ln z.20.42,
cA2~1 !52
2@322z2z21~52z !z ln z#
3~12z !3 .21.20,
cA3~1 !5
2z@112z23z21~5z21 !ln z#
3~12z !3 .0.42. ~A13!
The derivatives cVi8 and cAi8 at zero recoil are
cV1
8 ~1 !52
2@1329z19z2213z313~213z13z212z3!ln z#
27~12z !3 .0.20,
cV2
8 ~1 !5
2@213z26z21z316z ln z#
9~12z !4 .0.21,
cV3
8 ~1 !5
2z@126z13z212z326z2 ln z#
9~12z !4 .0.05,
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8 ~1 !52
2@719z29z227z313~213z13z212z3!ln z#
27~12z !3 .0.64,
cA2
8 ~1 !5
2@2233z19z2125z323z426z~117z !ln z#
9~12z !5 .0.37,
cA3
8 ~1 !52
2z@3225z29z2133z322z426z2~71z !ln z#
9~12z !5 .20.12. ~A14!
Here z5mc /mb , and the numbers quoted are for z51.4/4.8.
Using these values and the as corrections for the form factors above, we find the corrections given in Table III to the
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